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Introduction: The Hart of the Matter
As has long been acknowledged, Shakespeare’s influence on Romanticism was varied
and manifold, but it was particularly so in terms of the ways in which his works dwell on and
think through humanity’s relationship to nature. One of Shakespeare’s works in particular, As
You Like It (c.1599), had an outsized influence on the Romantic poets and artists’ thinking about
the relationship between man and beast.
Hitherto, literary critics have not examined William Wordsworth’s “Hart-Leap Well”
(1800) as a poem indebted to Shakespeare’s play; yet the striking ways in which the poem
echoes the play, especially the wounded deer scene (Act 2, scene 1), provide us with an
opportunity to explore both works and their ecological thinking. The two works present models
of alternative thinking to the presupposition of man’s dominion over nature and superiority over
the beasts of the natural world. A figure of lamentation in both Renaissance and Romantic
writing, the deer was also conversely seen as a hopeful symbol of possibility. These associations
are evident, albeit in quite different ways and to differing extents, in both Shakespeare’s and
Wordsworth’s works. In what follows, I demonstrate through close reading, historical
contextualization and an eco-critical lens how the stricken deer is used in a kindred manner by
Shakespeare and Wordsworth as a metaphor for destructive and short-sighted anthropocentric
attitudes and behaviors. I argue that both writers anticipate what Steve Mentz describes (in Break
up the Anthropocene) as the need for a commonwealth of shared power amongst species as
opposed to the strict dichotomy of either an anthropocentric or zoo-centric viewpoint. Mentz
suggests that “to pluralize means to entangle and enter into” a hopeful way forward, which will
necessarily be an “intimate and painful” process, “break[ing] up the hard soil of the
Anthropocene” rather than adopting an attitude of despair over past sins and the inevitable
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present consequences of those consumptive abuses (3). Shakespeare hints at this pluralizing
through Jaques’ lament and Duke Frederick’s consideration of the stag’s plight. Wordsworth
strides much further, attempting an authentic entry into the animal’s experience and opening up
doubts about man’s essential difference from animals.
To begin, I offer a brief historical analysis of Renaissance and Romantic thought about
man’s relationship to nature, first by accounting for the ways in which the conception of “man”
came to be separated from the natural world around him and second by employing eco-critical
works which focus on man’s interconnectedness with the natural world and interdependence on
it. The two writers suggest a rereading of and solutions to the human/animal divide which may
still seem radical today.

Hart Attacks: A Brief Historical Overview of Views on Hunting
In his 2005 work, The Future of Environmental Criticism, Lawrence Buell posits that
Ecocriticism existed long before it was codified into a literary theory. He writes,“If
environmental criticism today is still an emergent discourse it is one with very ancient roots. In
one form or another the ‘idea of nature’ has been a dominant or at least residual concern for
literary scholars and intellectual historians ever since these fields came into being” (2). In Book
XV of Ovid’s Metamorphoses, besides the theme of transformation, the great philosopher
Pythagoras discusses the guiding principles of the universe. Pythagoras stresses the importance
of kindness to animals and proposes vegetarianism as a sustainable model: “The earth supplies
her riches and nourishing food in lavish abundance; / she offers you feasts that demand no
slaughter or bloodshed” (Book XV, lines 80-81). He also roundly condemns hunting as
appropriate only to “the beasts whose natural instincts are savage and untamed” (Book XV, line
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84). Thus, we can see that a concern for compassionate treatment of animals dates back to
antiquity, and given the Ovidian inheritance, these views would have been familiar to people in
the early modern period.
The early modern writer George Gascoigne drew on Ovid’s sympathy for the hunted (see
figure 1). In his guide to hunting, The Noble Art of Venerie or Hvnting (1611), he wrote four
poems in which he lends commonly hunted animals a voice with which to beseech the reader to
consider their feelings. The hart asks:
Must thou therefore procure my death? for to prolong
Thy lingryng life in lustie wise? alas thou doest me wrong.
Must I with mine owne fleshe, his hatefull fleshe so feede,
Whiche me disdaynes one bitte of grasse, or corne in tyme of neede?
Alas (Man) do not so, some other beastes go kill,
Whiche worke thy harme by sundrie meanes: and so content thy will.
Which yeelde thee no such gaynes, (in lyfe) as I renew
When from my head my stately hornes, (to thy behoofe) I mew (Gascoigne 139)
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Figure 1. George Gascoigne, ‘The wofull words of the Hart to the Hunter,’ in The Noble Art of
Venerie or Hvnting (London: Printed by Thomas Purfoot, 1611).
Gascoigne’s main criticisms in his poem are about the needlessness of taking the deer’s life and
the hunters’ barbarous enjoyment of the kill itself. In another one of the poems, “The Otters
Oration,” he describes the human tendency to overindulge to the point of sickness as opposed to
the animals’ natural self-restraint. As Nicole Mennell argues, Gascoigne repeats the phrase
“beastly man” in order to blot out the distinction between animal and man when he observes men
gluttonously feasting on opulent dishes reserved for the elite (Mennell).
Gascoigne was not alone in expressing an Ovidian distaste for hunting. As Joanna
Grossman argues, even though hunting was considered a popular pastime in early modernity,
particularly among the aristrocracy, a new, more inclusive attitude towards animals and towards
nature as a whole was becoming evident (201). Thomas More condemned the practice in Utopia
(1516), comparing hunters to butchers, and Erasmus wrote a satire of huntsmen and their
7

obsession with cutting up their kill in his 1511 The Praise of Folly (see Grossman 212). Michel
de Montaigne emphasized the similarities between animals and humans in his famous “Apologie
de Raimond Sebond” (1580), arguing for “bringing Man into conformity with the majority of
creatures. We are neither above them nor below them” (513). He wrote that an excellent animal
was closer to a base human than was that same base human to an excellent man, implying that
man and animal differed more in degree than in basic type. As Hassan Melehy points out,
Montaigne’s “statements on the speech, reason and intelligence of animals” in “The Apologie”
had a tremendous impact on people’s viewpoint from then on (97). As Melehy notes, Montaigne
interspersed these tales of the suffering of animals with accounts of human suffering, with the
result that the animals were placed on equal footing with humans and thereby merited pity and
sympathy (97). Montaigne also expresses distaste for hunting in “The Apologie,” invoking
shame on those who would hunt by pronouncing that “natures given to bloodshed where beasts
are concerned bear witness to an inborn propensity to cruelty” (485). He also evoked the
religious argument that man and animal were both created by the same God and put on this earth
as “members of his family” (485). In his descriptions, Montaigne put the emphasis on the animal,
thus provoking an essential shift in viewpoint away from the human, a new, less anthropocentric
focus which will become more pronounced in the Romantic period.
Looking forward almost a century after As You Like It first appeared, a more generalized
outcry against hunting had already begun and around the end of the seventeenth century it was
criticized as needlessly cruel, anachronistic, and wasteful (Perkins, “Polemic Against Hunting,”
421). In 1674, in his book, Gentleman’s Recreation, Nicholas Cox warned that the sport was
dangerous in that it could lead men to get carried away and become wild like the beasts they
were hunting (3). The critiques were not only a recognition of the barbarism inherent in the
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nobles’ hunting practices but certainly also an implicit attack on the social hegemony which was
evident in the game laws. By the eighteenth century “strong ideological antagonism” and charges
of cruelty against hunters were common (Perkins, “Polemic against Hunting,” 428). James
Thomson’s poem, “The Stag Hunt” (1726-30) paints an extremely empathetic picture of a
wounded deer and roundly condemns his hunters in the last four lines:
The big round tears run down his dappled face;
He groans in anguish; while the growing pack
Blood-happy, hang at his fair jutting chest,
And mark his beauteous chequered Sides with gore (Thomson, lines 29-32).
Wordsworth’s poem will echo these groans of desperation many years later.
By Wordsworth’s time public perceptions of animals had been steadily changing. In the
eighteenth century, the expanding practice of keeping pets played a significant role in people’s
increasingly sensitive attitudes towards animals. The middle class was developing a sense that
animals were capable of feeling and emotions (Perkins, “Polemic Against Hunting,” 421). This
meant that they were capable of suffering, which raised a whole host of ethical questions when
broaching the tradition of the hunt. If one thought of a stag as an individual with a vibrant
emotional life, then it also had natural rights which could not be violated. The first laws
prohibiting cruelty to animals in England were passed in 1822, and by 1830, The Royal Society
for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals had been created to protect their rights (Oerlemans 1011). Given this increasing perception of connection with and empathy toward the animal world,
the Romantics saw sympathies and affinities which could build up between man and nature if
given the opportunity–that is to say if only one will learn to see (Perkins, “Polemic Against
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Hunting,” 422). The poet William Cowper expressed the pain of the casualties of the chase
profoundly in his poetry and qualified the practice of hunting as a
Detested Sport,
That owes its pleasure to another’s pain;
That feeds upon the sobs and dying shrieks
Of harmless nature (Book I)
Many in Wordsworth’s time had come to believe that it was absolutely immoral to kill an animal
except in the case of self-defense or in order to feed oneself and that animals had natural rights
even though they were unable to argue for them themselves (Perkins, “Polemic Against
Hunting,” 436).
Despite increasing objections, the sport of hunting continued to enjoy upper-class social
standing. Indeed, its practice was legally allowed only to landowners whose property guaranteed
them at least £100 of income per year (Perkins, “Polemic Against Hunting,” 433). Not only this,
but lesser landowners were not even permitted to hunt on their own property, nor could they
eliminate an animal who had become a pest or sell game for profit. This produced a great deal of
resentment amongst those who felt they were being denied access to both food and sport on their
own lands. There was a quality of wastefulness and expense involved which understandably
grated more and more upon the sensibilities of nineteenth-century British citizens (Perkins,
“Polemic Against Hunting,” 433). Speaking about the members of the House of Commons,
Percy Bysshe Shelley indignantly pronounced “none but the powerful and the rich,” protect “a
barbarous and bloody sport, from which every enlightened and amiable mind shrinks in
abhorrence and disgust.... Persons of great property nurture animals on their estates for the sake
of destroying them...that they may kill and torture living beings” (Perkins, “Polemic Against
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Hunting,” 422). Opponents of hunting deplored both the intended victims (deer, hare, otters,
foxes and pheasants) but also the collateral casualties of a hunt; the dogs and horses run to
exhaustion or injury as occurs in “Hart-Leap Well” (Perkins, “Polemic Against Hunting,” 433).
This sort of attack was motivated by a new “ethic of civilized sensibility, sympathy, kindness,
and emotional susceptibility” which led to the desire for reform in the hunting laws (Perkins,
“Polemic Against Hunting,” 430).
The hunting and subsequent lamentation scenes described in both Act 2, scene 1 of As
You Like It and the poem “Hart-Leap Well” focus on man’s hubris and destructive capacities as
well as the more positive possibilities of looking at nature as a pedagogical companion species of
sorts. The two vignettes put forth the idea that it is destructive to both humans and nature for
humanity to think of itself as wholly separate from or in opposition to nature. Rather humans
should take a more measured view of themselves as composing part of a holistic system that
comprises both the human and non-human. Yet the texts do not take an identical tack. On the one
hand, Shakespeare raises some of these ecological concerns and worries about animal cruelty
only to dismiss them in favor of a return to the status quo. On the other, Wordsworth moves us
into the realm of a changed heart and mind and shows us the fateful consequences of wasteful
living and lack of empathy for the animal kingdom. Jonathan Bate finds in Wordsworth, “a
theory of ecosystems” that is thoroughly “pragmatic” (Romantic Ecology, 10). In other words,
Wordsworth proposes a vision which is meant to be productive of real practical change. His is a
shared vision which has much in common with more present-day appeals which urge a complete
rethinking of our place as humans alongside the other inhabitants of the natural world and
foreshadow radically new ways of thinking about man’s place in the world.
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The “Deer” Environmental Cost of the Court Invasion of Arden
In Act 2, scene 1 of As You Like it, Shakespeare describes a hunting scene in the midst of
a lush forest, The Forest of Arden. While Shakespeare was likely thinking of the Ardennes in
Northern Europe (where the source for the play, Thomas Lodge’s Rosalynde, is also set), he
likely also had in mind Arden, a forest close by his native Stratford-upon-Avon. Unlike its
literary counterpart, the real Arden had largely been destroyed by 1599, an incredible fact given
his clear depictions of abundant trees and pastoral lands. The incongruence would have been
immediately apparent to anyone who was familiar with the English forest at the time. Through
descriptions of the nobles’ marring of trees and appropriation of a shepherd’s cottage,
Shakespeare draws particular attention to the problem of man’s encroachment upon the natural
world and the decimation of the forestland in order to supply the newly populous cities with
timber. Yet, as Vin Nardizzi points out in Wooden O’s: Shakespeare’s Theatres and England’s
Trees, even though timber had become scarce and rather costly, Shakespeare hardly mentions
this issue at all and paints for us an image of a rich forest replete with various trees and animals
(9). In As You Like It he points out the woodland setting specifically by name as Rosalind
exclaims, “Well, this is the forest of Ardenne,” so that the audience can mentally conjure up
images of trees or, conversely, wonder that the characters in the play seem to see trees where in
their day, there were very few left (2.4.11).
The economic and political implications of the court “invasion” of the Forest of Arden in
As You Like It and the nobility’s subsequent damaging of trees and wasting of resources for the
pleasure of the upper classes present a subtle attack on the poor husbandry of the non-fictional
British realm. The lords treat the woods like a personal playground upon which to act out their
fantasies. The attitude of these non-forest dwellers is wasteful and careless. For example, while
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sighing for his love interest, Rosalind, Orlando carves his love poems into so many of the
forest’s trees that Jaques feels compelled to beg him, “I pray you, mar no more trees with writing
love songs in their barks,” to which Orlando flippantly responds, “I pray you, mar no more of my
verses with reading them ill-favouredly” (3.2.252-255). On a whim, Rosalind and Celia
impetuously decide to buy a cottage with its adjoining land and flock of sheep, all the while
having been made aware that Silvius, who is actually a real shepherd and must live by his trade,
aspired to buy that very property himself. Celia lightheartedly announces, “I like this place / And
willingly could waste my time in it” (2.4.93-94). Juliet Dusinberre’s note in the Arden edition
points out that “Rosalind’s purchase of the cottage Silvius wanted to buy is a form of usurpation
of the country by the court” and that “the idea of pastoral idleness also carries overtones of time
wasted” (209). The irony of two young noblewomen playing at being shepherdesses while
preventing a real shepherd from acquiring and taking care of his flock is evident. Yet at the same
time, Shakespeare does nothing to ennoble the shepherds in this comedy. They seem expendable
and serve mainly as foils for the courtiers. If there were a serious “lesson” intended regarding the
courtiers’ behavior and attitudes about the forest and its denizens, Shakespeare undercuts it just
as he does later in the deer scene. The play’s Arden forest setting may have had much more
bittersweet resonance in the early modern period than it does for today’s contemporary audiences
who may not be familiar with the economic and ecological issues of Shakespeare’s time. In other
words, it is implied that England’s rulers were taking a very short-sighted view of their country’s
welfare, which also depended on the welfare of the forest and its inhabitants.
The fact that early moderns were worried about swaths of forestland being destroyed and
a shortage of basic natural resources explains, in part, the popularity of the pastoral genre (Theis
74). The pastoral is a mode which expresses nostalgia for some vague, lost, idyllic Golden Age
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which may never have existed in the first place. As Jeffrey S. Theis notes, pastoral romance was
quite in vogue during Shakespeare’s day as was the adoption of a melancholy, contemplative
pose such as the one that Jaques adopts (36). As Robert N Watson puts it, “As You Like it
emerged from a culture…infatuated with hopes of recovering some original and authentic
reality” (78). He writes that manuals even existed instructing ambitious gardeners how to plant a
new Garden of Eden for themselves (78). What a delight, then, for Shakespeare’s audience to
find themselves immersed in a substitute green paradise through stagecraft.
Jeffrey Theis argues that Shakespeare “blurs the distinction between sylvan and theatrical
space and suggests that they are analogous realms” in As You Like It (35). If this is so, when
Rosalind declares that “this is the forest of Ardenne,” she is speaking of the actual wooden
planks which make up the theater itself. Those planks may well have come from the forest. In
this way the play positions members of the audience a substitute denizens of the forest, if only
for the duration of the performance. Shakespeare has set up a scene in which the audience has the
opportunity to imagine itself in the pastoral setting and may live vicariously through the
experiences of the forest-dwellers. They may feel as if they were genuine stakeholders in the
action. It is a space in which spectators are transformed from city-dwellers dependent upon the
raw materials that the woods provide to virtually inhabiting the natural world themselves. There
is established as such, an emotional connection with the trees and by association, with the forest
dwellers. These are the same trees which the audience will observe Orlando and the Duke,
outsiders to the natural surroundings, subsequently marring and destroying. The audience may
laugh at the affectations of sighing lovers and noblemen playing at being foresters or shepherds,
but they are perhaps simultaneously enticed to sympathize more deeply with the forest and its
residents than with its temporary visitors.
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Shakespeare sets up this fantasy pastoral environment and then proceeds to satirize it at
every turn. In Act 2, scene 1, we find the character of Duke Senior extolling the merits of
country living. The Duke’s false connection to the land comes through in his hyperbolic
description of the joys of life in the forest. He feels free, calling the scene “Edenic” (2.1.5). Of
course, after considering this characterization, one cannot help but notice the irony of the fact
that there was no hunting in The Garden of Eden. Man and animal lived in harmony, caring for
the garden in which they lived. This degenerate Eden, where man and animal do not live
harmoniously, then becomes an allusion to the fall of man and the subsequent degradation of the
man-animal relationship. Grossman points out that this is no vegetarian “Golden Age” as in
Ovid’s Metamorphoses despite the Duke’s characterization (219). He is verbally painting an
idyllic set as if for a performance, but the violence of his hunting party belies the myth. A telling
example of this degradation is when Orlando says that the trees will be his “books,” yet they
teach him nothing. He exclaims, “O Rosalind, these trees shall be my books, / And in their barks
my thoughts I’ll character” (3.2.5-6). It is he who pens his love poetry onto their bark, “marring”
them. Watson puts the case bluntly: “The Duke here boasts how happily his court has escaped
‘painted pomp’ and given itself over completely to an authentic experience of nature. He then
proves himself a liar at almost every word” (80-81). Here we find a crucial contrast with the
Romantics who authentically viewed Nature as a morally superior teacher who had much to
teach man, if he would only take the time to stop and “read” his natural surroundings, engaging
in a sympathetic relationship (Oerlemans 13).
Duke Senior initially holds out some hope for a sympathetic reading of his environment
as he personifies the trees, brooks, and stones (2.1.15-17). At first glance, one could interpret his
use of anthropomorphism as a linguistic elevation of these natural elements. He seems to be
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imbuing them with human-like nobility and intelligence. The Duke seems to be on the verge of a
breakthrough, a metamorphosis of sorts. Perhaps he will shun the hunt and take Pythagoras’
advice not to “defile your bodies with sinful eating,” since “You have the crops to sustain you,
the fruit which forces the branches / to bend down under its weight, the grapes that swell on the
vine” (Ovid, Book XV, lines 75-77). Has his misfortune at the urban court granted him the
opportunity to learn to enjoy an alternate species of treasure–communion with the natural world?
He seems to be learning to see the world differently and appreciate nature on another level
besides the vertical and inimical one which he has always held. However, he does not manage to
bridge the divide and soon after his previous musings, shockingly and brutally he suggests that
they should “go and kill us venison” (2.1.21). This paradoxical wish to be at one with nature and
yet at the same time violently exploit it is nothing new. His viewpoint approaches that of a
colonizer intruding upon the deer’s own land. There is no new reading in the Duke’s case. In
fact, one could see the anthropomorphism (“tongues in trees, books in the running brooks, /
Sermons in stones” (2.1.16-17)) as a symptom of human appropriation and negation of the true
character of each of these natural elements, which in reality, intrinsically have nothing to do with
humanity or its products.
The Duke’s care for the deer extends only so far as it is useful to him in some way.
Robert Watson makes this crucial point in Back to Nature: The Green and the Real in the Late
Renaissance. He argues that the deer is exploited on two different levels, the physical and the
verbal. Referring to Jaques’ lament, he writes, “Capturing the deer is certainly more brutal, but
captioning its picture may be no less appropriative” (82). The Duke sees the deer in the same
way that some of the promoters of colonial expansion to the New World saw those new lands:
primarily as something to be exploited. Promotors such as Thomas Harriot advanced the idea
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that the bounty of the New World presented a solution to the dire scarcity of wood and charcoal
which afflicted England at the time (Nardizzi 11). The New World represented simply a sort of
warehouse of goods to sustain the Old World and allow it to continue to exploit resources with
the same impunity as it had in the past. The Duke displays a corresponding wasteful attitude in
relation to the deer. Therein lies an essential difference between the early modern appreciation of
nature and that of the Romantics. Shakespeare’s characters use or abuse nature as they see fit.
The question of their rights over the natural world rarely come into question, and if it does, it is
addressed only momentarily, whereas the Romantics look at the plants and animals in the natural
world as having both sentience and rights which cannot be abused.
The Duke’s equivocal behavior lends strength to the argument that the pastoral is an
artificial genre, hypocritical in its essence. Robert Watson asserts that the depiction of the simple
life and craving for union with nature only make more obvious our urban “sophistication” and
the very act of putting our desire for nature into words is a type of violence and usurpation of it
(78). Note how the Duke speaks of the deer. He does not refer to it as “stag” or “buck” but rather
as “venison,” a product to be consumed. By rechristening a living breathing animal “venison” he
avoids terminology that might lead to reflection on the violence he intends to commit. If the deer
is already transformed into a plated dish, then his hands are clean and there is no murder of the
“native burgher” with which to struggle ethically. Similarly, he calls the forest a “desert city” as
if it were defined by the absence of people. It is not enough for the forest to exist on its own. Its
value is calculated in relation to its usefulness to the human race, not to its “native burghers.” If
humans do not inhabit and make use of the forest, it is “desert” or wasted somehow. Man must
impose himself upon the forest both linguistically and physically for it to enter into man’s
conception of valuation or even existence. The phrase “native burghers” also echoes the motif of
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colonization. The Duke freely admits that the land is theirs yet shows only slight compunction
and hesitation in exploiting it and killing off the native fauna. We should keep in mind that in
England, the hunt was not primarily practiced by the nobility in order to feed themselves, but for
sport. While the commoners might very well have welcomed the opportunity to hunt for basic
sustenance in the purlieus (a fringe area subject to forest laws), this was forbidden. As Nicole
Mennell points out, poaching became a topic of controversy and produced quite a bit of social
strain given that commoners were prevented both from feeding themselves and from enjoying
the sport that the hunt would have provided them (Mennell).
For the noblemen, hunting was merely a pastime, a nobleman’s “game,” but the deer is
playing for its life. The Duke is only playing at lament (as is Jaques, as we shall see), whereas
the deer is authentically and tragically dying at the hands of these theatrical invaders. The Duke
is merely “irked” at the prospect of killing off a forest dweller but not disturbed enough to
prevent him from doing just what urban nobleman have always done, that is to say, killing off
forest fauna with impunity. The Duke’s faux compassion is ironic since his description of killing
the deer, “with forked heads…their round haunches gored,” is violent and seems to hint at some
possible sadistic pleasure (2.1.23-24). The recognition of the violence imposed upon the animal
coupled with the Duke’s lack of true concern is startling. He even denigrates his victim in
condescending language, labeling the deer “poor dappled fools.” At the same time, the Duke has
anthropomorphized this “other” being, establishing a tenuous connection between animal and
man. The Duke has drawn us close to the deer by imbuing him with a loveable, simple, and
childlike status through his words. Then he reverses course, alienating him through dismissive,
objectifying language. As mentioned before, the spectators have been encouraged by the play to
feel as though they too are temporarily part of the forest and are hence sensible of a bond
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between themselves and the forest flora and fauna. Placing the deer and the spectator together as
companion inhabitants of the wooden “O” forces the spectator to muse on all abuses of the court
in relation to nature or even of the common citizens of the realm. For the theatregoers, the animal
is a fellow forest denizen, at least for the duration of the play. For this reason, the Duke’s blithe
dismissal of the deer as venison hits quite close to home.
Watson points out the fundamental paradox behind professing a love for nature and a
desire to commune with the forest, all the while indulging a “compulsion to consume it” (79).
The Duke displays an utter inability to view his surroundings otherwise than through his court
lens of entitlement, no matter how much he may profess to do otherwise. Referring to Jaques’
display of grief over the dying deer, the Duke uses the term “spectacle” as if it were a scene
specially constructed for his pleasure (2.1.44). Indeed, as if he were going to see a performance
engineered for his selfish gratification, he immediately heads off to enjoy the scene and forgets
about the deer entirely. He only barely touches on the possibility of guilt and then quickly
glosses over it. The idea that he is intruding upon a sphere where he does not belong never enters
his mind. He clearly sees the unfairness and brutality of his activity yet smilingly chooses to
pursue it, which is the most frightening aspect of the episode. The scene ends as he imposes his
vision that nature clearly remains under the absolute dominion of man.
We shall see another hunter display a similar emotional detachment from the pain of the
fallen deer in Wordsworth’s “Hart-Leap Well,” although in that scene, the hunter is much more
roundly condemned than is the Duke, who comes off looking more frivolous than evil given the
lighthearted tone of the scene. It seems clear that Wordsworth read more deeply into
Shakespeare’s scene and the character of the Duke and saw the danger of his type of
anthropocentric attitude. Wordsworth will depict a hunter-knight with more unmistakable
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callousness in his poem, portraying a killer who chooses not to engage, even fleetingly, with his
victim, allowing him to fête his kill without any guilt or remorse.

Melancholy Jaques, A Potential Change of Hart?
But what about the character of “Melancholy Jaques” and what he represents in the play?
According to the Lord who has observed him, he is apparently overwrought with anguish upon
discovering the dying deer by the side of the stream. Jacques certainly does seem to be terribly
saddened by the unnecessary death of the stag. One of the Duke’s men reports back to him, “The
melancholy Jaques grieves at that, / And in that kind swears you do more usurp / Than doth your
brother that hath banished you” (2.1.26-28). He uses the political term “usurp” to describe the
creaturely life that has been unjustly stolen. To Jaques, it would appear that a crime against
nature is as serious as the capital crime of treason. However, as is often the case in Shakespeare’s
work, appearances can be deceiving.
On the surface, Jaques seems closest to achieving a new reading of nature and its
creatures. At this point in the play, his emotional and physical connectedness with the wounded
animal could be read as terribly tragic and moving. At first glance, the scene stands out as a
poignant moment of early modern ecocritical vision and an attempt to modify attitudes towards
hunting and the use of hunting grounds. Yet we should not lose sight of the fact that As You Like
It is a comedy and that the hyperbolic nature of Jaques’ weeping and philosophizing is
exaggerated by design. As Robert Watson puts it, “Though the deer hunt scenes offer some
emotional aid and comfort to the animal rights movement, the play as a whole undercuts that
endorsement by demonstrating that such pervasive anthropomorphizing sentiments may invade
and constrain the animal world more insidiously than sporadic open warfare” (82). Viewed in
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this sense, the scene is a far cry from a true appeal to develop sympathy for the forest’s native
inhabitants.
One must look more closely at what Jaques actually says as opposed to what the Duke’s
man reports of the scene in order to determine if this is really the case. Tellingly, it is not Jaques
himself who most accurately communicates the deer’s suffering but rather the first Lord who
interjects and reports to the Duke on Jaques’ lament. He is the one who provides the most
accurate and detailed description of the stag’s anguish. The Lord refers to him as “a poor
sequestered stag” and remarks how he was “Left and abandoned of his velvet friend” (2.1.33,
50). By contrast, Jaques transforms the raw pain and emotion of abandonment in the deer’s hour
of need into an emotionally detached philosophical simile which muses on man’s hypocritical
nature: “‘Tis right,’ quoth he, ‘thus misery doth part / The flux of company’” (2.1.51-52). The
spectator is much more apt to empathize with what the deer must have been feeling through the
words of the Lord rather than through those of Jaques. That said, as Joanna Grossman points out,
both the Lord and Jaques use terms associated with the court and the city to personify the deer
(“bankruptcy,” “fashion,” and “velvet”) which are out of place in the forest and betray a basic
misunderstanding of the deer’s very nature, effectively taking him out of the woods semantically
and bringing him to court (211). Jaques pronounces a harsh judgement upon the nature of man
but in reality, he neglects the actual animal before him. He is certainly not wrong in his
perspicacity about the nature of mankind, but his similes keep the flesh and blood deer at a
distance. What he is really bemoaning is human nature and the tendency to abandon one’s
friends when they are in greatest need, not the stricken animal before him. Jaques’ lament is, in
effect, not about the particular case of the deer, nor even about the disrespect of the forest, but
rather it is about his own feelings. He may indeed feel some sympathy for the dying animal
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before him, but he mainly uses the stag as a prop in order to depart on a philosophical tangent
about courtly exploitation in general and his own feelings of rejection.
The Duke also makes use of the deer for his own purposes. He had mentioned hunting in
search of “venison” earlier which might possibly have attenuated the violence of the hunt since
its end result was supposedly to feed the Duke’s company. Yet there is no mention of this
particular animal’s suffering serving as sustenance for the lords. In act two scene seven the feast
the lords enjoy seems to be composed only of fruit. The mere pleasure of the hunt is the only
apparent end, and the wounded stag is left to languish needlessly rather than mercifully being
finished off. This wastefulness is consistent with the increasingly common Renaissance belief
that hunting for sustenance was vulgar and did not suit the nobility. Indeed, hunting parties
usually involved an elaborate feast that was brought along expressly to increase the aristocrats’
pleasure (Mennell). Jaques observes the dying deer and does nothing to alleviate its suffering but
offer flowery words, while the deer’s hunters do not reappear to collect their bounty.
Killing the deer for sport alone seems like a trivial excuse for pleasure in comparison
with the suffering the animal undergoes. The Lord’s report that the stag “That from the hunter’s
aim had ta’en a hurt, / Did come to languish” near the brook (2.1.34-35) lends the stag the
capacity for not only pain but a consciousness of its own weakening state and inevitable descent
unto death. Again, the Lord takes up the description of the scene with vocabulary and images
clearly anthropomorphizing the stag’s suffering and inspiring human sympathy. The
personification suggests the moving scene from Book 3 of Ovid’s Metamorphoses when
Acteon’s own hunting dogs turn on him, unable to recognize the stag before them as their master.
Acteon’s tears shatter the illusion of a hard and fast separation between man and beast just as this
personified beast’s tears do (lines 138-252). The scene also recalls Michel de Montaigne’s
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anthropomorphic description of the hunted deer in his essay “On Cruelty.” He writes of the pity
that the hunted stag inspires in him when the stag, feeling breathless and wearied beyond
measure, must give up and turn to his pursuers, mutely pleading for mercy with his tears (484485). Humanity’s difference from and moral dominion over animals seems questionable in these
moments of human-inflicted suffering. Shakespeare’s deer is portrayed as “wretched,” that is to
say emotionally miserable, and cries out in his pain and distress at his abandonment. He sheds
tears, a typically human reaction to pain and anguish and is proclaimed “innocent,” which
implicitly renders his foes guilty and lends an aura of moral trespass to the chase. The tears
“coursing” down his nose in “piteous chase” mimic the hunt which just took place and serve to
undermine any glory in the success of the latter. It is deemed “piteous,” arousing compassion
rather than admiration. Altogether, the scene that the Lord paints is quite moving in its
destabilizing gaze into the emotional strife of the animal.
Jaques’ words are rich in metaphoric allusions to human suffering and abandonment, but
they tend to lead away from the stricken deer rather than inviting us into emotional proximity.
The lament of Shakespeare’s Jaques could easily be seen as ridiculous in its melodramatic
quality and Duke Senior does indeed view his melancholic musing as such. The Duke enjoys
listening to Jaques “moralize this spectacle” for his own entertainment but certainly does not
purport to learn anything or gain any new perspective from what he hears (2.1.44). Jaques’
“moralizing” is just one more excellent scene to enjoy in his personal pastoral drama in the
Forest of Arden. However, in many ways Shakespeare does effectively personify the
“sequestered stag” and speaks into both the deer’s physical and emotional trauma, focusing upon
his suffering (2.1.33).
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It seems that Shakespeare comes close to a critique of hunting, raising questions but
stopping short of moralizing. Unlike Wordsworth’s poignant personification of the Hart, Leah
Marcus sees Shakespeare’s play as ambivalent (Marcus 175). The nobles accept their association
with animals only partially and only for the duration of their time in the forest. They do not
interiorize any real common ground with the deer and do not hesitate to turn upon it, “other” it,
and kill it when it suits their purpose. Because As You Like It is a comedy, and a much more
lighthearted work than “Hart-Leap Well,” the human-animal identification is used for much
more superficial aims such as clever dialogue or comedic effect. Jaques displays egotism and
blindness to his own position in the forest as an intruder, and he ultimately engages in more
brutish behavior than does any animal in the forest in act four scene two. Were Jaques
authentically distraught over the deer’s state, he would be moved to act to end his pain or to
change the practices which he purports to disdain. Yet, he does neither of these things and,
disturbingly, later proceeds to join in the celebration of the hunt himself in act four. He actually
directs the foresters to chop off a deer’s antlers and enjoys a game of wearing the stag’s horns as
some sort of perverse honor as well as a marker of cuckoldry. He is incapable of recognizing that
he too is a part of the very culture that exploits the forest in order to survive.
I propose that Jaques not so much authentically mourns as capitalizes on the pitiful deer
dying separated from the herd as a personal invective against the hypocrisy and cruelty of courtly
life. Whereas the Lord stresses how the deer dies alone, separated from community in his last
moments, Jaques changes the focus. He no longer spotlights the weeping, moaning beast itself,
but how the deer has been abandoned by his fellow forest citizens, the “careless herd” (2.1.5054). Jaques pours out a collection of metaphors which transform the deer into a “projection of his
own social complaints,” as Watson puts it (82). He soliloquizes, “Sweep on, you fat and greasy
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citizens! / ‘Tis just the fashion. Wherefore do you look / Upon that poor and bankrupt there?”
(2.1.35-37). The lament serves as an allegory and critique of court life with its pervasive
hypocrisy and, as such, has strayed far from the victim who provided the excuse for his musings.
In a sense, the animal has been thrice victimized, once by man’s arrow, then by his own kind
sweeping carelessly past him, and thirdly by man’s hypocritical exploitation of the scene in order
to support his narcissistic philosophizing.
Similarly, in act four, the nobles refer to the deer’s hide as “leather,” which has the same
effect as did the Duke’s use of “venison” earlier (4.2.11 and 2.1.21). The deer is transformed into
a product rather than a sentient being. Any former evocation of harmonious relations with the
“native burghers” is now a mockery as they have not only killed the deer but are using its body
parts, reduced to commodities, in a grotesque sing-song spectacle about cuckoldry. Any
sympathy Jaques may feel for the deer does not prevent him from continuing to thoroughly enjoy
the hunt when it is practical and enjoyable for him to do so. Act four scene two effectively
negates any former sincerity the spectator might have attributed to Jaques and the Duke in terms
of their intent to live a new, idyllic lifestyle by inhabiting a pastoral landscape as part of a newly
recreated Golden Age.
Jaques’ lament is just more stagecraft, albeit disguised under a veneer of grief. He
constructs a verbal tragedy which, in its overuse of similes and hyperbolic language, serves to
undermine the pain of the real physical deer in front of him and instead conjures up
anthropomorphic images which lead the hearer away from the scene at hand. Joanna Grossman
writes that Jaques “is in love with himself, or more specifically the melancholic role that he so
enjoys playing” (209). He effectively makes an abstraction of the deer and turns the attention
back onto his own pain, dramatizing the killing and using it for his own purposes. Much as the
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Duke will transform the deer into foodstuff, Jaques turns him into political and social
philosophy. In either case, the deer loses its selfhood and becomes yet another object of man’s
egotistical projections. At the same time, it cannot be negated that such scenes did produce a
change in spectators’ mindsets towards hunting, despite their underlying anthropocentric
leanings.
Following their Hart: Nature and The Romantic Poets
Given the resemblance between Shakespeare’s scene and “Hart-Leap Well” (1800) it is
evident that Wordsworth was greatly influenced by As You Like It while composing his poem.
Despite the clear similarities between Shakespeare and Wordsworth’s deer scenes and their
pastoral milieux, the purpose to which the conventions are put diverge radically. Both works use
pastoral conventions, and both involve mourning over a deer killed by a nobleman during a hunt.
In Wordsworth’s poetical transformation of the scene, the deer becomes the protagonist and
although man may muse on his own condition through reminiscence of the animal’s suffering,
the focus of the scene differs greatly from As You Like It because it is the animal and his natural
habitat which retain our attention. Humanity, symbolized by the knight, Sir Walter, ultimately
perishes and is forgotten while Nature carries forward the memory of events that took place
within her domain and transcends mere mortals’ life spans.
Wordsworth would have been well acquainted with the deer scene from As You Like It as
he was extremely familiar with Shakespeare’s oeuvre in general. There existed various wellknown Romantic paintings of the scene such as William Hodges’ or John Constable’s versions of
Jacques and the Wounded Stag painted in 1790 and 1855 respectively which testify to the
scene’s powerful resonance amongst Wordsworth’s contemporaries (see fig. 2 and 3).
Shakespeare’s scene was evidently a commonly known literary passage. In fact, it was moving
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enough to audiences that it continued to inspire Romantic painters and poets for emotional,
ecological, as well as political reasons.

Figure 2. Jacques and the Wounded Stag, William Hodges, 1790.
https://collections.britishart.yale.edu/catalog/tms:238
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Figure 3. Jaques and the Wounded Stag, John Constable, Engraver David Lucas, 1830
https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/684335
Along with Coleridge, Blake, Clare and Mary Shelley, Wordsworth contributed to “the
fundamental ideas and core values of the modern environmental movement” (McKusick 11). As
Jonathan Bate argues, he wrote proto-ecological nature poetry and belongs to a long line of
writers with an environmental conscience (Bate, Romantic Ecology, 8-9). Wordsworth was
influenced by Jean-Jacques Rousseau who viewed nature as the supreme teacher of morality, as
opposed to science (Rousseau 98). Wordsworth subscribed to Rousseau’s line of thinking,
believing that man should be morally guided and intellectually nurtured primarily by “mother
nature” rather than by society or book-learning. He makes this line of thinking clear in his
famous poem, “Lines Written a Few Miles Above Tintern Abbey”:
In nature and the language of the sense
The anchor of my purest thoughts, the nurse,
The guide, the guardian of my heart and soul
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Of all my moral being. (134)
Wordsworth and his contemporaries challenged their readers to envision an alternate relationship
between human and animal; a less hierarchical one in which man was not considered utterly
superior to the animal world. Jonathan Bate writes that “the way William Wordsworth sought to
enable his readers better to enjoy or endure life was by teaching them to look at and dwell in the
natural world” (Romantic Ecology, 4). In other words, his poetry was penned with a “back to
nature” mission, which was largely how he was read in his own time. This sort of exploration of
the man-animal relationship permeates Wordsworth’s poetry concerning nature. He expresses a
new idea of biological closeness which brings man into the family of animals rather than
standing apart and above them.
The Romantics had an understanding that Nature is much bigger and more
comprehensive than anything that mere man had created and though man may believe that he is
separate from nature, he is not really alien to it at all. Many seemed to query, what if the object
were given the opportunity to tell its story? What if that object were an animal? Wordsworth
does this in “Hart-Leap Well” by focusing on the deer, surprising us with a cinematic close-up
which takes us aback and grabs us, demanding an emotional reaction. In “Hart-Leap Well,” we
cannot remain at a safe distance from the obvious suffering of the deer, as does the Duke in As
You Like It. Wordsworth demands interaction. James McKusick agrees that Wordsworth’s poetry
does not objectify nature, allowing for a “touristic detachment” from the subject, nor does it
propose a sort of Cartesian mind/body dualism that creates “despotism of the eye” (56).
Wordsworth’s writing deconstructs the idea of our separateness and forces us to see ourselves in
the beast.
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Wordsworth’s proto-ecological attitudes toward the natural world have been at the
forefront of ecocritical responses to British Romanticism, dating back to Jonathan Bate’s
Romantic Ecology (1991) and Karl Kroeber’s Ecological Literary Criticism (1994). In Kroeber’s
interpretation of British Romanticism, the natural environment could only be accessed and
“interacted with by the Romantic poets through imaginative acts of mind” (Philippon 190). Yet
he believes that for all this, the Romantics did not wish merely to transcend nature in order to
attain some superior state of being. Kate Rigby argues that Wordsworth’s poems in particular
represent “a form of advocacy for an other, which is felt to be unable to speak for itself” (qtd. in
Wolfreys 165). In his book, Green Writing, McKusick claims that the “English Romantics were
the first full-fledged ecocritical writers in the Western literary tradition” because they called for a
new vision of the relationship between man and Nature and strove to bridge the divide in their
writing (19). A key idea for McKusick is the interdependence of man and Nature. Moreover,
both McKusick and Bate hold that a reconsideration of the holistic Romantic vision of the
natural world could be useful today in leading to practical action to prevent further
environmental damage and bring environmental concerns into the political arena (McKusick 12).
Wordsworth proved himself a forerunner of more modern thought as his poems attest that respect
for the environment was one of his foremost concerns.
Yet there are many critics such as Alan Liu who disagree with the viewpoint that
Wordsworth was an authentic voice for the natural world and, on the contrary see him as a selfabsorbed, anthropocentric exploiter of nature which he objectifies in order to let his imagination
take flight. In effect, this type of criticism began in Wordsworth’s own time. In 1814, William
Hazlitt wrote that despite purporting to be about nature or any other subject matter,
Wordsworth’s poetry was always mainly about himself (Klein 105). Keats deepened this
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stereotype of an overemphasis on the self when he wrote in 1818 of “the wordsworthian or
egotistical sublime” (Keats, 27 Oct. 1818). The critics of the Yale School, such as Harold Bloom,
largely view Wordsworth in this same manner (Ramazani and Bazregarzadeh 3). Geoffrey H.
Hartman believes Wordsworth’s focus was on the transcendence of the human mind rather than
on the natural world in front of him. For Hartman, Nature is only a vehicle for the poet’s
imagination to access realms beyond the material. Belonging to the New Historicist school of
thought, Jerome J. McGann and David Simpson are two other notable critics of Wordsworth who
“reject Wordsworth’s ecological stand as a mediator between human being and Nature.” They
feel as though he over conceptualizes Nature, bleeding it of its reality in place and time
(Ramazani and Bazregarzadeh 4). McGann saw Wordsworth’s poetry as merely an “escape from
socio-political reality” rather than an engagement with it (583). He finds fault with
Wordsworth’s poetry for basking in the beauty and wonder of nature rather than positing
economic and social engagement (Bate, Romantic Ecology, 15).
While I find the idea that Wordsworth is only looking at himself as he pens poem after
poem which deeply consider the natural world around him and humans’ relationship to it rather a
stretch, I hold that the two standpoints are not necessarily completely at odds. Wordsworth may
both look deeply inside himself in order to transcend his human nature and authentically enter
into the experience of the natural world around him without objectifying or “othering” it. I
believe that, contrary to a desire to theorize nature out of its material existence, one of
Wordsworth’s aims as a man of his age (the beginning of the Industrial Age and the Age of
Revolutions) was most definitely to affect real change in the physical world before his eyes. His
poetry is deeply rooted in the natural world around him, in the poverty and suffering of those,
both human and non-human, who are being trampled upon by oppressive forces, and it is about
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lamenting over the unnecessary loss of life and the natural world–too much so to relegate his
work to the realm of pure imaginative flights of fancy. As Jonathan Bate sums up in relation to
the Romantic philosophy of respect for the natural world to which Wordsworth was central, “The
‘Romantic Ecology’ reverences the green earth because it recognizes that neither physically nor
psychologically can we live without green things” (Romantic Ecology, 40). By changing hearts,
Wordsworth hoped to change minds and improve humanity’s equivocal relationship with his
environment.
A Heart of Stone: Overview of “Hart-Leap Well”
“Hart-Leap Well” depicts not only the human/animal struggle and the nefarious effects of
this adversarial relationship but also positive potential for Wordsworth’s future vision of
communal felicity. Wordsworth’s allusion in “Hart-Leap Well” to Act 2, scene 1 in As You like It
seems aimed at drawing a comparison between the two scenes. Wordsworth enters into dialogue
with Shakespeare through his recreation of the scene, implicitly questioning why the playwright
did not continue further down the moral line of reasoning which he began. Like Act 2, scene 1 in
As You Like It, “Hart-Leap Well” is in part political, but this time in the sense that it was part of a
campaign against hunting that was taking place. Nineteenth-century intellectuals viewed hunters
with contempt, believing they were lacking in sensibility and were uncivilized (Perkins,
“Polemic Against Hunting,” 428). However, more importantly, it is a poem which raises the
issue of humans’ relation to the natural world. Are we destined to be predators, egotistically
separated from the natural world, or is there another way? I believe that Wordsworth saw the
potential for a reconsideration of the man/animal divide in Shakespeare and was disappointed
with the way that the playwright stopped short of actually putting that point front and center.
Shakespeare raises these questions but seems to later dismiss them as an almost humorous
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sideshow, whereas when Wordsworth takes up the same sort of scene, it is with deadly serious
pathos.
In “Hart-Leap Well,” the reader is directed to look at a chase scene not from a standpoint
which glorifies the hunter’s prowess but instead, to see the hunt from the prey’s viewpoint. It is a
sort of anti-pastoral didactic poem which condemns the pride of man in trying to impose his
arrogance and violence upon his natural surroundings. In this sense, it was written in reaction to
the neo-classical vision of pastoral which had gained popularity in the eighteenth century, an
Edenic vision which presented shepherds living in a state of innocence in the “Arcadian golden
age” (Bate, Romantic Ecology, 26). As such, it can also be read as speaking against the courtiers
in As You Like It who only “play at pastoral,” like the false Ganymede mentioned in Book 8 of
“The Prelude” (Wordsworth, line 187)
The poem is divided into two distinct sections: firstly, the stag hunt (man’s point of view,
set in the medieval period) and secondly, the poetic voice’s encounter with the shepherd (a
retelling from the deer’s point of view, which is set in Wordsworth’s time). As in the
Renaissance, the nineteenth century was a time when it was fashionable to hark back to previous
centuries as a more pure and glorious time in England’s history. However, the pastoral that
Wordsworth evokes in his poem (as opposed to the idealized Forest of Arden) is transposed
“from the fictional Arcadian golden age to the severe life and landscape that he knew” (Bate,
Romantic Ecology, 23). Wordsworth’s Nature is no Edenic fantasyland but a real, down-to-earth
place where one had to work in order to survive.
Along these lines, Wordsworth pulls a “bait and switch” of sorts. The idea of a medieval
knight would have initially been appealing to his readers given all the positive connotations of
valor, chivalry and honor that such a figure would conjure up. Perkins writes, “Wordsworth
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focused on the mode of hunting that was most saturated with glamorously aristocratic and
medieval associations, with baronial pageantry and far-heard horns” (Perkins, “Polemic Against
Hunting,” 422). Wordsworth subtly subverts the idealized image and presents us with a character
who is emphatically not living out the romantic fantasy of a morally sound nobleman who
respects the earth around him nor does he act in a manner which would inspire admiration. The
reader observes Sir Walter imposing his proprietary and selfish vision on the forest and its
denizens, crashing through the landscape and marring it indelibly, then rejoicing over his exploit.
Although Part 1 appears to focus mainly on this Knight and the joys of the hunt rather than on
the stag, Wordsworth’s sympathies are clear in both sections. They are made explicit in the
second part when, through the shepherd’s tale, the deer is metamorphosed from mere bestial
object of the hunt into a sacrificial figure offered up on the violent altar of man’s blind hubris.

“Hart Leap Well” Part 1: A Heavy Heart
In Part 1, Wordsworth depicts what initially seems to be simply the story of a medieval
knight’s long but ultimately successful stag hunt and the pleasure house he constructs to
celebrate his athletic prowess. However, as mentioned above, it quickly becomes apparent that
this is not Wordsworth’s intention at all. The critical stance towards the hunter which
Wordsworth adopts reflects a common censure of hunters amongst poets of the day. Perkins
writes that it was presumed that hunters lay “outside the circle of civilized sensibility” and
approached barbarism in their persistent desire to push animals to the extremity of torment and
anguish (Perkins, “Polemic Against Hunting,” 429). Rather than depicting an admirable Knight
who undertakes an action-packed chase through the woods, Sir Walter evinces only cruelty and
hubris, rendering expressions like “that glorious day” ironic (8). Throughout the tale,
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Wordsworth undercuts all admiration for him until he is ultimately perceived as a rather twisted
figure. Although one contemporary critic of Wordsworth felt that “Hart-Leap Well” conveyed
first exultation and then pity, Perkins writes that for “reflective readers, however, even Part 1 of
the poem represents Sir Walter’s emotions as morally questionable” (Perkins, “Polemic Against
Hunting,” 437). He exhausts his horses and loses the dogs one by one in his implacable quest for
his prize. The description is far less than glorious and borders on the maniacal (Perkins,
“Polemic Against Hunting,” 426).
It is when Sir Walter has exhausted his animals and all others in his hunting party have
disappeared that Wordsworth mentions the deer for the first time, and it is significant that his
first description speaks of him as a “poor Hart” who “toils along the mountain side” (29). The
contrast between the impatient and unrelenting knight and his exhausted victim is made plain.
Wordsworth immediately calls our sympathy to the deer and uses the word “Hart,” personifying
him with a capital “H” and employing the homophone for “heart.” We can almost feel the stag’s
own heart beating wildly as he struggles along. The word choices (“poor Hart,” “toils along”)
and the condemning rhetorical questions, “Where is the throng, the tumult of the chace? / The
bugles that so joyfully were blown?” oblige the reader to ally with the prey rather than the man
who acts in a predatory manner (25-26, 29). Sir Walter gazes upon the “spoil with silent joy”
(36). The use of the word “spoil” makes one think of something plundered or taken by force
during an act of war but also has the connotation of something wasted or ruined for nothing. It
suggests “a sadistic joy before a helpless victim” (Perkins, “Polemic Against Hunting,” 437). Sir
Walter is far too ruthless and unyielding in his pursuit of the animal to remain exemplary. He
shows no mercy or even esteem for the animal for having eluded him thus far. On the other hand,
the reader recognizes the amazing will to survive and vigor of the Hart as he ran “Such
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race…[as] was never seen before” (16). He is truly an exceptional animal. Yet somehow, Sir
Walter is blind to this except in how the animal’s athleticism may further accentuate his own.
He insists on pursuing this quasi-divine animal to his death and recognizes no kinship with the
beast. There is no sense that Sir Walter realizes that they are both noble in their own way and
that the deer’s inherent dignity and grandeur are perhaps reason enough to let him live.
Wordsworth then reveals Sir Walter’s reaction upon dismounting and standing above his
dying mark. He ultimately writes that he “gazed upon the spoil with silent joy” (36). The selfsatisfaction the knight displays is frighteningly evident. Wordsworth shows the knight in the act
of transposing his own skewed vision of the events upon his surroundings, calling his act,
“glorious” and looking around at “that darling place” (38, 48). The following stanza sees the
third horse of the day that Sir Walter has nearly killed from fatigue in his pursuit, foaming at the
mouth in exhaustion. Clearly, Sir Walter cares little about animal welfare, whether it be prey,
part of his own hunting pack, or even the “best steed” of his vassal (6).1 The irony of lines 38 and
39 is not to be missed. Wordsworth speaks of the third horse he has run through that day, calling
him “his dumb partner in this glorious act / Weak as a lamb the hour that it is yeaned” (38-39).
What Wordsworth has portrayed is a heart-rending image of an exhausted beast who does not
have the benefit of words to express his utter depletion (38-39). It reads like a description of a
torture scene in which the other animals were obliged to collaborate in the murder of one of their
own. Wordsworth writes of “the few tired dogs that yet remain,” and then later, even they drop
off, “stretched among the mountain fern” (18, 24). One wonders if the dogs have perhaps been
obliged to run themselves to death as well.

1
The vassal, who ostensibly lives in the forest, thus can be seen as yet another denizen that Sir Walter is abusing by
appropriating his prized animal and abusing it without the slightest hesitation. He also recalls the nobles’
appropriation of the forest and the shepherd’s house in As You Like it.
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Lines 41- 44 paint the scene of the deer’s last moments, evoking the Lord’s description of
the scene in Act 2, scene 1 of As You Like It:
Upon his side the Hart was lying stretched:
His nose half-touched spring beneath a hill,
And with the last deep groan his breath had fetched
The waters of the spring were trembling still.
Line 41, “Upon his side the Hart was lying stretched,” places the focus on “his side” which
makes him seem like a fallen man, heightening the pathos and according the Hart greater
grandeur. Wordsworth uses the word “his” three times in this stanza rather than referring to the
animal as “it.” By doing so, the poet personifies the victim into a being with a soul who can
suffer just as we can. In the same way, the word “Hart” is capitalized as if it were his name. This
treatment lends the deer dignity and a sense of personhood. The choice of the word “hart” rather
than “deer” or “buck” is also highly persuasive. When read aloud, we hear the word “heart” and
observe this “broken heart” prostrate on the ground. It provokes an involuntary surge of
sympathy and identification with the fallen animal.
The “last deep groan” in line 43 indicates that the Hart had suffered, steadily expiring on
the ground. Groaning is a sound which one associates with agony, thereby producing an audible
connection and emotional sympathy with this pitiful animal. The reference to “breath” alludes to
the “breath of life” which will soon end for the deer, yet the “breath” and the “groan” are
sufficient to produce an effect on the waters which physically and emotionally respond to the
horrible scene. Line 44 personifies the sentient waters: “The waters of the spring were trembling
still.” The waters have a life of their own. They respond to the groan of a fellow member of the
natural forest world. On a merely physical plane, the breath of the deer so close to the water is
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agitating it; however, the trembling refers to much more than that. The waters themselves seem
terrified by the unnecessary and cruel death of the Hart. It seems as though the waters are
trembling because of their own distress over the scene. The reader is once again drawn closer
into the past reality of a scene which seems to be unfolding anew as we read. The word “still”
which ends the line speaks to the moments in the past just after the Hart’s breath disturbed the
water when Sir Walter surveys the body. In Part 2 it becomes clearer that the waters will actually
not stop trembling ever since the incident took place. The future consequences of this seemingly
banal killing will be more far reaching than Sir Walter could have predicted.
Calling the area, “that darling place,” the joyful Sir Walter can find nothing more
appropriate to commemorate his victory than to fashion a “Pleasure-house upon this spot, / And a
small Arbour, made for rural joy” (48, 57-58). It is difficult to envision something less suitable
after the brutal killing that just took place there. In Wordsworth’s Philosophical Poetry, John A.
Hodgson writes that Sir Walter “literally makes over the spot into a physical emblem of his
pleasures and his pride” (as qtd. in Perkins, “Polemic Against Hunting,” 437). It is the same sort
of incongruous behavior in which Jaques engages in As You Like It. While Jaques first laments
over the deer, he later participates in a hunt, dismemberment and song celebrating the event. Sir
Walter’s actions resemble the Lords’ behavior when they have invaded the forest of Arden,
killing its original denizens and then appropriating the land for his own purposes. He is trying to
domesticate what appears to be a wild tract of forest into the same genre of playground that the
Renaissance Lords exploited in Shakespeare’s Arden, although those Lords at least performed an
empathetic scene of mourning for the Hart. By refusing to recognize commonality with another
living creature he can excuse his own blameworthy behavior towards them. Wordsworth’s
personification of the hunted Hart elevates it to the point where the reader esteems it worthy of
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consideration and respect and simultaneously forces us to look at human cruelty to animals head
on.
Like Shakespeare’s Duke, Sir Walter wastes the carcass of the deer. This was merely a
hunt for pleasure, not to obtain nourishment with which to sustain life. The deer is expendable in
the knight’s quest for pleasure, but Wordsworth will not allow the reader to forget the animal’s
pain as quickly. Unlike the lament in As You Like It, where Jaques steals the scene, the Hart and
his tragic demise do not get lost in man’s philosophical musings. Sir Walter cannot successfully
appropriate the scene with his copious words and his narcissism does not excuse his crime.
Ultimately, Wordsworth announces the knight’s inevitable death and oblivion. His vainglorious
plan for eternal celebrity has failed: “Till the foundations of the mountains fail / My mansion
with its arbour shall endure” (73-74). His hubris and incapacity to take stock of his own
disrespect of the natural world are clear to see. Wordsworth has painted a narcissist who saw the
forest as a place for humans’ amusement, regardless of the cost to the inhabitants. The need to
transform the woods and cultivate it into a human center of pleasure stands in stark contrast to
the plight of the “poor Hart” who fled for his life and ultimately fell at the hand of a heartless
nobleman.
The hunted animal is metamorphosed into a sacrificial animal on the altar of pleasureseeking and the hunter becomes a murderer. His construction of a three stone altar and basin of
water to receive the waters of the spring sounds as if were some sort of baptismal font for the
pleasures of the hunt (82-83). Just what is Sir Walter really memorializing when he erects three
stones? It is, in essence, a memorial to himself. The more magnificent the stag, the more
magnificent he appears for having subdued it. Rather than a funeral dirge or a solemn
commemoration, there will be singing and dancing on the grounds. The deer serves as an excuse
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to bring together performers and play at being in nature rather than really enjoying the forest for
its natural pleasures. It is for city-dwellers to enjoy much as the Lords in As You Like It play at
being part of the Forest of Arden. The result of Sir Walter’s egotistical exploit, as we will learn
in the second part of the poem, is a long-term scarring of nature. Nature will conserve a memory
of the events that occurred there and curse the area where the knight so cruelly and joyfully
triumphed over an innocent victim. Wordsworth shows that the human/nature dichotomy upon
which justification of Sir Walter’s actions depends is a false assumption which can only lead us
down erroneous pathways.

“Hart-Leap Well” Part 2: A Hart to Heart Talk
In Part 2 of “Hart-Leap Well” Wordsworth changes standpoints, bringing the reader
towards a broadening of perspective. While Part 1 takes place in the medieval past and mainly
narrates how the confident and proud Sir Walter gloats over the joy and triumph of the chase,
confident that his renown will last forever, the second part of the poem looks at the same scene
from a wholly different point of view. Wordsworth describes a contemporary lone horseman
quietly encountering a humble Shepherd who recounts the legend of the deer, and focuses on the
deer’s experiences as a fawn and what he must have felt while being pursued to his death,
thereby giving it a personal history with which the reader can relate (Perkins, “Polemic Against
Hunting,” 441). Sir Walter is conspicuously absent from the scene. He has been erased from
history. What is left in his place? Ruin, desolation and perpetual lament. The Shepherd recounts
the consequences of the hunt and its scarring repercussions upon not only the deer but upon the
surrounding natural environment as well. The ominous overtones from the first part of the poem
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become glaringly visible as the consequences of Sir Walter’s irresponsible behavior in the forest
are made manifest.
Man’s capacity for wanton destruction is clear as the horseman describes what he sees as
he passes by the scene of the deer’s death:
The trees were grey, with neither arms nor head;
Half-wasted the square mound of tawny green;
Do that you just might say, as then I said,
‘Here in old time the hand of man has been.’ (109-112)
Centuries have passed and yet the nefarious effects of man’s disrespectful treatment of the
natural world still remain. Trees have died. Wordsworth personifies these as having “neither
arms nor head.” It is if they have had their limbs hacked off and no longer can grow green leaves
with which to cover themselves. The grass is “half-wasted” like a person who has been starved
and is withering away. What is the impression that the traveler receives from these observations?
He declares that this type of desolation is produced only by the “hand of man.”
One might wonder how Wordsworth thought it possible that the needless killing of a
single deer might contaminate an entire wood, but he clearly believed that we do not exist as
autonomous beings, separated from nature or existing above it (Bate, Romantic Ecology, 33).
This was not an entirely new idea in 1800. Robert Watson points out that even in Shakespeare’s
day people were convinced that man had a shared soul with plants and animals (Watson,
“Ecology” 37). Francis Bacon put it clearly in 1619 in The Wisdome of the Ancients: “Man has
something of the beast; the beast something of the plant; the plant something of the inanimate
body; and so all things are in truth biformed and made up of a higher species and a lower” (qtd.
in Watson, “Ecology,” 37). Jonathan Bate sums up succinctly: “Wordsworth’s…pastoral is
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dependent on integration with, not subjugation of, nature based on a relationship to the
environment, a marriage of humankind to the natural world” (Romantic Ecology, 33). When Sir
Walter abuses the natural world around him, it has a chain effect and rebounds upon himself as
well in that his name has become anathema for those who know the story in the surrounding
lands. The condemning poem suggests that a neglect of our shared responsibility towards the
natural world ultimately leads to death and destruction.
The persona then speaks with a local Shepherd who apprises him of what exactly
occurred at that place. The Shepherd does not hesitate to attribute its current lifeless state to
metaphysical causes. He says that “something ails it now; the spot is cursed” (120). The place is
actually ailing or sick. The natural world has, just as humans do, the capacity to fall ill.
Something quite evil has evidently occurred and one gets the distinct impression that forces
beyond human perception, yet set into motion through human crimes, have been at work. The
water that collects there “doth send forth a dolorous groan,” which echoes the groans of the Hart
in both Wordsworth and Shakespeare (132). The very water behaves in sympathy with the Hart,
just as it did when it initially trembled at his death.
The Shepherd then tells of the two rumors surrounding the accursed place, which in
reality refer to the same crime, yet Wordsworth cleverly lets the reader assimilate the two stories
for him or herself:
Some say that here a murder has been done,
And blood cries out for blood: but, for my part
I’ve guessed, when I’ve been sitting in the sun,
That it was all for that unhappy Hart. (133-136)
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Wordsworth is clearly railing against the practice of hunting here, strongly hinting that the
killing of deer is tantamount to murder. Wordsworth’s treatment of the Shepherd is quite distinct
from Shakespeare’s. Although some of Wordsworth’s contemporary critics such as John Clare
have criticized Wordsworth for using the pastoral as what Bate calls a “comforting aristocratic
fantasy that covers up the real conditions of oppression and exploitation in feudal and neo-feudal
agrarian economies,” or have accused him of using the pastoral as a vehicle to express his own
“egotistical sublime,” as Keats put it, I agree with Bate who insists that Wordsworth had a more
profound agenda than the merely transcendental or political (Romantic Ecology, 18, 30). He
believed that a harmonious relationship with the natural world led to brotherhood among men, an
idea he developed growing up amongst shepherds in his native Lakes region. Whereas in As You
Like It, the nobles are aggrandized at the expense of shepherds, in Wordsworth’s poetry, the
figure of the Shepherd is ennobled and his strong bond with nature is accentuated (Bate,
Romantic Ecology, 16). The very proximity to nature that the shepherd or the forest animal
enjoys produces a sort of wisdom that cannot be found in the court or the city.
The Shepherd puts himself in the position of the creature as he exclaims about the Hart’s
emotions while he was so relentlessly pursued. His next lines are some of the most persuasive in
the poem and draw the reader into sympathy with the animal quite effectively:
What thoughts must through the creature’s brain have passed!
To this place from the stone upon the steep
Are but three bounds, and look, Sir, at this last!
O master! It has been a cruel leap. (137-140)
The words, “What thoughts must through the creature’s brain have passed!” in effect command
us to imagine for ourselves what it must have felt like for the Hart to fight for his life for thirteen
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hours straight. We feel his unspeakable terror and exhaustion. Wordsworth is inviting us into the
Hart’s thoughts and life so we can better approach his situation and sympathize with him as if he
were human. The Shepherd employs the word “creature” rather than the less human “animal.”
The word “creature” in the Oxford English Dictionary was used to refer to the Biblical definition
of “the created universe; creation” as found in the book of Genesis. This is a created being which
recalls God’s creation of Adam and Eve and of all the animals at a time when there was harmony
between man and the natural world. The Hart, as a creature of God, is somehow sacred, and the
wanton destruction of his life takes on shades of sin and evil. The Biblical reference recalls The
Duke’s mistaken characterization of the scene in As You Like It as “Edenic” and positions
irresponsible or violent humans as snakes in the garden, capable of wreaking destruction in an
otherwise peaceful domain. The Shepherd imagines the Hart’s childhood memories, next to his
mother, napping or sipping from the spring to quench his thirst. He speculates that perhaps the
Hart was born nearby, spent his youth in the area, and used to sleep beside the spring. The
heartbreaking description paints him almost like a human child and accentuates the individuality,
humanity and will, effectively morphing him into a creature with volition and preferences just as
humans have. This serves to bring the reader close to the deer and envision him perhaps as a
child in his own family. The purpose is to render the killing of the deer scandalous in the reader’s
eyes and recall the previous assimilation to murder, thereby creating an attachment to the
animal’s cause.
In the last part of the stanza the Shepherd mourns, “It has been a cruel leap,” using the
present perfect to describe a past event which still continues to have resonance in the present.
The Shepherd is forcing his interlocutor to imagine the scene as if it were happening live in front
of his eyes. Wordsworth recalls the hunt of the first part of the poem and repaints the scene in
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such a way that the knight, who garnered glory in the past for his valiant chase, is viewed in the
present as a monstrous fiend whom Nature herself abhors. This stanza encourages the
contemporary reader to see what previous, less enlightened attitudes about hunting once were,
and, conversely, how morally repugnant they now seem. Wordsworth associates unequivocally
with the Hart, and by association, with all of Nature’s creatures who are uncorrupted and who
live in harmony with the land. It is a lament for what was but also a hopeful glimpse of the
change of opinion regarding the hunt that has been made since medieval times.
The Shepherd’s tale has opened up the eyes of the persona who previously “stood in
various thoughts and fancies lost,” unperturbed and not particularly moved by the scene before
his eyes (113). However, now he has acquired an entirely different outlook. His perspective has
been radically changed by the Shepherd’s evocative depiction just as Wordsworth’s poetry aimed
to transform that of his readers. Bate writes that Wordsworth intended his poetry to accomplish
just this sort of “emotional connection between man and the natural world” (Romantic Ecology,
17). Both the Shepherd’s story and Wordsworth’s poetry affect the reader’s ability to perceive
differently and cultivate attachments to the natural world. In As You Like It, Jaques and the Duke
only appear to step out of their institutionalized ideas about the problematic relationship between
man and beast. Both initially speak as though they felt some kindred spirit with the wounded
deer. They construct their own stories according to their pastoral fancy but then discard them just
as easily, in essence deeming them unworthy of any future uneasiness. They do not let the forest
speak for itself. In contrast, in Wordsworth’s poem, the gentleman is brought across that chasm
of sympathetic separation and duality through deep contemplation of the woods and the tale of
the Hart.
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Indeed, the traveler seems to have metamorphosed into a wiser, more enlightened
individual, declaring in sage-like pronouncement, “Grey-headed Shepherd, thou hast spoken
well” (157). The traveler’s respect for this Shepherd stands in contrast to their treatment as low
status individuals in Shakespeare’s play, where they are seen as somewhat unsophisticated
simpletons who exist chiefly for comic effect. This Shepherd, a man in constant contact with the
natural world, possesses a wisdom which is not taught by man. Conversely, he also has lessons
to teach the gentleman who does not disparage them even though they come from a person of
low social status.
The gentleman shows a clear recognition of the existence of a forest spirit or god-like
being which he did not speak of before when he states, “This beast not unobserved by Nature
fell, / His death was mourned by sympathy divine” (159-160). The word order inversions used
throughout this section lend his judgements an aura of religious authority. The word “Nature” is
capitalized as it becomes personalized. It is rendered as a sentient god-like being who is capable
of sympathy for its creatures, much like the Christian God mourns over fallen man. Wordsworth
makes an appeal to religious sensibilities when he describes the godlike “Being” in line 161. This
may perhaps refer to God above but might as easily be seen as one who “is in the green leaves
among the groves,” thus part of nature itself. It is one who cares in a “reverential” manner for the
“quiet creatures of the forest” (162-164). The contrast between Sir Walter’s joyful and violent
triumph over the deer followed by his pleasure house parties, and this reflective moment of
musing upon the deer’s younger days and the holy nature of the spirit of the forest, could not be
more pronounced. The flippant and haughty attitude of the medieval Knight from Part 1 becomes
a terribly tragic lesson in how one ought not to treat the natural world.
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The speaker continues to speak as a prophet, that is to say, as a truth-teller, justly
condemning unrighteous behavior. Up until this point, the poem has offered little hope for
regeneration or anything more than an eternal lament for what was lost. The chasm between man
in his blood lust and the quiet creatures of the forest appears to be unbridgeable. Yet all is not
lost. Perkins writes that the “suggestion is that hunting and the emotions that accompany it were
natural in the past but will not be in the future” (Perkins, “Polemic Against Hunting,” 440). The
poetic voice has come to see the situation in a new light, and in the last ten lines of the poem,
Wordsworth holds out hope for the future and a lesson to the reader.
The turning point comes with the reassurance of Nature’s resilience: “But Nature, in due
course of time, once more / Shall here put on her beauty and her bloom” (167-168). Nature is
personified as a fertile female goddess adorning herself anew with life. The persona predicts that
the future will not remain as bleak as the present condition of the forest testifies. “In due course
of time” nature will bloom again, whereas the man-made intrusions upon the forest fade away
like the memory of Sir Walter: “She leaves these objects to a slow decay / That what we are, and
have been, may be known” (167, 169-170). The futility of man’s imposition of buildings which,
in his hubris, he believes will last forever is mocked in these lines. Nature watches them slowly
and steadily disintegrate and leaves their ruins as a lesson to present generations.
The poem is a call to learn about our human nature. “What we are, and have been” refers
to our aggressive nature as a species. Both in this poem and more generally, humans constantly
trespass in a realm which transcends their comprehension, believing they have conquered or
tamed it, yet the ruins left by Sir Walter’s pleasure house attest to the futility of that ambition and
the irremediable damage that is often inflicted along the way. Still, there is hope for the future as
Nature eventually triumphs over man’s nefarious colonial expansion into her domain. There is
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coming a “milder day” when “[t]hese monuments shall all be overgrown” (171-172).
Wordsworth prophesies to a new day or era of entente when this sort of crime will no longer be
perpetrated and even the memory of such things will be forgotten. There will come a time when
nature’s ascendency will be recognized and there will be peace between the animal and the
human worlds, as both will recognize their interconnectedness.
The final stanza ends on a calm and hopeful tone and offers a clear moral lesson for the
reader. It is Nature who is the Shepherd’s and the gentleman’s teacher alike; they are “[t]aught
both by what she shews, and what conceals” (173-174). There is a mystical respect to be
maintained and care to be taken not to overstep one’s place, lest one inflict damage
unknowingly. The last lines of the poem ultimately offer a lesson to never “blend our pleasure or
our pride / with sorrow of the meanest thing that feels” (179-180). The lesson is that we must
take care of the world around us and recognize its sentient nature and the respect that is due
every creature around us, no matter how small. It is a reassessment of humanity’s position in the
hierarchy of beings. Wordsworth wrote in “Home at Grasmere” that when he and his sister,
Dorothy, visited the place called Hart-Leap Well, they experienced a trance-like vision of the
future where their genre of contemplative love for nature and wisdom will bring “blessedness …
To all the Vales of earth and all mankind” (Wordsworth, “Home at Grasmere,” 52). In this poem
Wordsworth is proposing a much less top-down model than the traditional view of man’s place
in the world. His work “anticipates the efforts of contemporary environmentalists to de-center
our view of the world, to place human beings firmly within, rather than outside or on top of,
nature—with nature here being understood as a complex and interdependent web of living
beings” (Oerlemans 2). Ultimately, we are left with a proposition for a new future involving a
system of intertwined human and animal relationships. Wordsworth envisions the animals as
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subjects, worthy of consideration in their own right and not as mere objects over which man has
dominion.
Through this novel reconsideration of possibilities, Wordsworth holds out hope for a
brighter future. “Hart-Leap Well” is clearly an ecocritical poem, raising the issue of humans’
relation to the natural world. Steve Mentz applauds this type of storytelling to engage people in
what he calls “the pluralizing project.” He believes that literature is essential to moving people
from mere observers into actors who are capable of making “radical change” in society and the
world (Mentz 2). Mentz quotes Astrida Neimanis, who encourages humans to seek “intimacy”
rather than “mastery” over the natural world (as qtd. in Mentz 3). This is indeed what
Wordsworth’s poem-story does. He brings us eye to eye and breath to breath with a wounded
animal. We are forced to share the experience. David Perkins believes that in Wordsworth’s
poem, the deer hunt “functions as a reminder and a symbol…of the old world that must and will
be left behind” (Perkins, “Polemic Against Hunting,” 425). The end of the poem recalls Mentz’s
words in “Pluralize the Anthropocene”: “we need the human and the posthuman both…. To
pluralize means to entangle and enter into: the Anthropocene that results from this process will
be intimate and painful, resonating with stories from the human past and gesturing toward an
uncertain future” (Mentz 2). We cannot walk away from our shared responsibilities to our
environment as the Duke did in As You Like It nor as did Sir Walter in “Hart-Leap Well.” We are
compelled to see what we share, despite all external differences, and we are thus morally obliged
to sympathize. Once emotionally moved, we simply cannot view the world in the same way
again. We cannot forget what we have seen and felt. This is an essential role of ecocritical works
of fiction, no matter how uncomfortable they may make us feel.
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The progression in thought since Shakespeare’s time is clear. The deer scene in
Shakespeare clearly reveals that there is something lacking in his contemporaries’ thinking
which changes for the better in Wordsworth. Jaques would like to be a compassionate lover of
nature, but only in theory and then only when it suits his fancy. The signification of the deer
changes from a simple object worthy of our pity and compassion, albeit only momentarily, in
Shakespeare, to a grim warning of our human tendency towards self-destruction and a plea for
change before it’s too late in Wordsworth. Bate, McKusick, and Kroeber would all agree that the
Romantics, and especially Wordsworth, have played a significant role in the ecological
awakening of human beings, which in and of itself, produces the capacity for thinking otherwise
about the man/animal relationship (Ramazani and Bazregarzadeh 5). Perkins writes that “HartLeap Well” shows the potential for humankind’s progress into a state “of higher moral
sensitivity” as we move through history as a species (Perkins, “Polemic Against Hunting,” 440).
Seen in this sense, “if Sir Walter represents the mentality of the middle ages, he is contrasted to
the narrator, a modern poet” (Perkins, “Polemic Against Hunting,” 440). Shakespeare’s view
would lie somewhere along the line of progression between medieval and Romantic ecological
attitudes.
As twenty first-century citizens, two centuries further along the heightened sensitivity
timeline, we must question ourselves. Do we see ourselves as temporary forest visitors like the
Duke and his men and like Sir Walter, or can we slow down and perceive the denizens of the
forest in the manner that the native inhabitants take the time to do? Grossman calls the forest of
Arden a “de facto hotel for the aristocrats” (Grossman 225). How committed to the welfare of a
place can a person really be if he considers himself only temporarily passing through?
Wordsworth in particular begs us to take the time to deeply consider our place in the natural
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world, considering ourselves permanent residents of the earth, interdependent with the animals
and plants around us. His invitation to feel alongside the Hart is not a sufficient end in and of
itself. It is an invitation both to perceive and thus live differently. Wordsworth opens up a way to
see fundamental flaws in our conventional perception of ourselves and the world around us in the
hopes of creating something better. Bate writes, “Poems do not send people out on to barricades,
but they do have the capacity to alter mentalities,” and that is certainly a concrete first step
towards changing practices (Romantic Ecology, 33). “Hart-Leap Well” is a poem with a clear
agenda which goes beyond the sentimental. It obliges us to widen our perspective on the animal
kingdom and on the sentient character of nature as a whole, and it demands that humanity live
differently.
Wordsworth’s poetry seems to indicate that humanity possesses the agency to create a
new world, and he uses his poetry as both a call to action as well as to imagine and implement
radically creative solutions. He proposes a new genre of community which is not won easily or
entirely but which can be attained in part through a post-hoc lamenting over what man has
historically done to the animal kingdom. Wordsworth had his doubts about the human
exceptionalism that had always been accepted as common knowledge and felt that it was folly to
continue to fool ourselves into believing otherwise. He calls us to see through different eyes as
he is terribly distressed by the violent nature of human-animal relationships. This violence is a
result of a lack of sympathy for the animal, thus he makes it his cause to write in such a way that
our reified manner of thinking about animals is shattered and opens up space to affirm a
sympathetic connection to the animal kingdom. His readers learn to see man and animals in
commonality rather than to see animals as “others” (Bate, Romantic Ecology, 4). He intended his
poetry to serve as a means to educate as well as to please. Strategic focus on similarities between
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man and beast provide convincing arguments that respect and protection are owed to those who
have so much in common with ourselves.

Conclusion: Getting Our Hart in the Right Place
In strikingly similar scenes, both Wordsworth and Shakespeare paint a picture of the
human/animal relationship and the marring effect of seeing animals as “other.” The
correspondence in their equivocal treatment of the deer/human relationship is unmistakable, but
the lessons that the writers insinuate can be learned from nature are worlds apart. Both writers
present an unflattering portrait of a human-centric worldview which indelibly mars both nature
and ultimately man himself. Shakespeare presents an alternative viewpoint only to abandon it
and recenter on an anthropocentric worldview. By contrast, Wordsworth moves forward to
suggest a novel relationship to nature. In both works, there is lamentation over the deer’s
treatment, but this is followed by a dismissal of its importance in Shakespeare. Wordsworth, on
the other hand, offers more hopeful clues as to how to avoid continuing down this both self- and
world-destructive path. They both seem to find a process of grieving and atonement necessary
before attaining some sort of peace with nature after all the violence which man has perpetrated,
be it physical or metaphorical. Shakespeare’s Jaques, however, leaves little hope for a different
and more virtuous future and even proceeds to engage in the same behavior he condemns later in
the play, whereas the narrator’s grieving in “Hart-Leap Well” is productive and leaves space for
a new and more cooperative relationship between man and animal. Jonathan Bate writes that
despite the surface similarities, the function of the pastoral is entirely different in Shakespeare’s
and Wordsworth’s works: “the purpose of the Arden perspective in As You Like It is to bring
about the melioration of the court, the overthrow of a corrupt regime” (Romantic Ecology, 33).
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On the other hand, Wordsworth’s poem is directed towards the condemnation of a lord’s cruel
abuse and disrespect of nature. In other words, one work is primarily political in nature whereas
the other falls solidly in the realm of animal rights and environmental concerns.
In both As You Like It and “Hart-Leap Well,” we are presented with a collision of worlds.
In a sense, any hunting scene represents this sort of collision between man and nature, and in
these works the deer represents the natural world as a whole. Both writers lead us to question
how different each sphere actually is from the other. The worlds that collide are multiple: the
high and low of society interact, the urban and the rural overlap, and there is mourning and
exultation. We are invited to see the intellectual and the manual laborer as interconnected, as are
the deer and the human. This occurs in a temporary and surface manner in As You Like It, and in
a much more serious vein in “Hart-Leap Well.” The different lenses chosen by Shakespeare and
Wordsworth are telling. The spectator is never actually privy to Shakespeare’s deer scene. It was
never actually staged, for obvious reasons. The audience member hears about it second hand,
from a Lord. Thus, he maintains a psychological and emotional distance from the pain of the
deer (Grossman 211). Wordsworth, on the other hand, places us eye to eye with both the hunter
and the hunted, in the midst of the chase, forcing us to accompany the knight in his gloating
exultation and to observe the deer’s suffering point blank. The poet directs the reader along
moment by moment, living the pursuit and killing of the deer through Sir Walter’s perspective.
Then in Part 2, the shepherd takes over and narrates for the deer, so that the reader gets the
impression that the animal itself is expressing his pain. There is no filter between the cruelty of
the hunt and the reader in Wordsworth, which compels the reader to come close and take the
scene seriously. The idea that the killing of the deer is murder which is hinted at through terms
like “tyrant,” “usurpation” and “kill them up” in As You Like It, becomes quite explicit in “Hart-
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Leap Well” where we are forced to witness the crime first-hand and then mourn its long-term
effects. Wordsworth narrates it in such a way that there is no longer any way for the persona
(thus, the reader) to distance himself from the horror of the scene. Of this rapprochement of the
reader Jonathan Bate wrote in 1991, “A green reading of Wordsworth…has strong contemporary
force in that it brings Romanticism to bear on what are likely to be some of the most pressing
political issues of the coming decade” (Romantic Ecology, 9). This Romantic ecological
viewpoint clearly still resonates today as we cannot ignore the pressing environmental crises in
which we find ourselves due to the disrespect we have shown in the past.
In Wordsworth, the poet and shepherd can have a genuine interchange and parse out a
more hopeful future where the man/beast divide exists no more. The blending of the classes in
“Hart-Leap Well” is parallel to the rapprochement of the natural world and the Anthropocene.
The sentient capacities of nature seem to far exceed those of man for the most part and it takes
immersion in the natural realm and a keen eye and heart to take note of them and participate in a
communitarian relationship. One must be transformed (newly created) by the very nature that
one seeks to transform (deform) into man’s image. It is worth noting that in both Shakespeare’s
scene and Wordsworth’s poem, there is a conspicuous absence of hunting amongst the native
inhabitants. Those who live in nature, amongst its creatures, seem to feel a respect and a kinship
with them that precludes destruction. However, Wordsworth uses hunting as a reminder and a
symbol of an old world and old order which must be left behind for the betterment of all in order
to view anew the possibilities for peaceful co-existence.
As the world has become more and more “civilized” and urban, and the world population
is now more aware of the present climate and environmental crises in which we are embroiled
involving the extinction of existing species at an ever-increasing rate, the irony of the ultra-
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wealthy taking “back to nature” hunting trips to reconnect with our own animal nature should be
apparent. Yet as the Duke in As You Like It and Sir Walter in “Hart-Leap Well,” show us, this
tendency to use and abuse nature while all the while convincing ourselves of our love and
admiration for it is nothing new. If there is one lesson that we should have learned by now it is
that we are all part of one earth-bound family, all interdependent and fragile. The unnecessary
destruction of life, in whatever form it may be (human, animal, plant based, etc.), always has
negative consequences, and these are more far-reaching than one could ever hypothesize. As
Lord Ferdinand says, the deer is the “native burgher” of the forest. If he can so easily be ousted
from his domain, are we humans not equally vulnerable even in our own strongholds? Jaques is
perhaps mourning the future second fall of man, provoked by his own greed, which he foresees
in the death of the deer, yet how quickly he forgets and reverts to his habitual ways. Wordsworth
looks forward as well, but he sees the positive possibility of the natural and the political worlds
intertwined, opening up previously unimaginable shared realms of potentiality. Wordsworth
envisions a world where man has made transcendent progress towards a more utopian state
where there is respect for nature and all its creatures. This is still a work in progress but one
which is closer at hand than before and which has the potential to come ever closer. Both works
point out their current system’s moral failings with respect to man’s rapport, both physical and
emotional, with the environment, but there is a clear progression. The existence and growing
strength of ecological or “green” political parties and the large number of organizations devoted
to the preservation of the environment and protection of animals are a testament to how humans’
minds have shifted all over the globe, thanks to ecocritical visions such as these, and that
concrete steps are being taken to reconcile man’s needs and wants with those of the natural
world.
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